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General Information 
 

 

Every time you start a new book, you need to make some fundamental decisions about the type of 

book you’re writing. 

 

One of the first is: what genre are you writing in?  Now take that answer and refine it. For 

instance, I write romance. But what kind?  

 

My first story—currently off the market— was a Romantic Suspense novel. If you write 

Mysteries, what kind? There’s a big difference between a cozy and a court room drama. 

Whatever your sub-genre, the more clearly you define your “niche”, the more clearly you can 

target your manuscript to the right buyer. 

 

I primarily write Erotic Romance. Even within this “hot” (excuse the pun) sub-genre there are 

“niche” markets. I’ve written futuristic and sci-fi and paranormal books. More recent stories 

include three totally different contemporaries—a cowboy western, Denim and Lace, a sensual 

romance with a boomer heroine, Body Art, and a very hot contemporary called Hellfire. 

 

Products need a “target market” and your manuscript is no exception. The “target market” in this 

case is the publisher you plan to sell your story to. Often you can have more than one publisher in 

mind, but, regardless, make sure you follow the guidelines for the line you want to write for. This 

includes meeting the required word count. If you are looking at self-publishing, the “target 

market” is, of course, the readers you hope to entice to buy your book and, hopefully, keep 

buying you. 

 

Next, you may or may not have a working title for your story. This element isn’t absolutely 

essential, and, let’s face it, with many publishers a title is subject to change. However, whether it 

is changed or not, the title you market your book under is as much a part of your promotion 

“package” as any other element of your story. 

 

Let’s take a quick look:  

 

The Man of Her Dreams is a paranormal novella with an exceedingly literal title, more or less. 

LOL Because while the hero of the story does literally appear in the heroine’s dreams, so does his 

paranormal alter ego, creating paralyzing nightmares for the heroine. I also like wordplay, so my 

title offers another level of meaning as well. [I’ll be using this story as a case study later in the 

course.] 

 

 

Denim and Lace is my cowboy western short story. Very obviously, denim = cowboy and lace = 
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feminine, so again, I really make my title work in my favor for the genre. As it happens, this is a 

long awaited sequel to an earlier story I had published called Cats and Dogs —sense a theme in 

how I’m titling my stories?![The heroines of each story are sisters.] 

 

Body Art this title comes with a bit of a challenge because when most people hear the term body 

art they think tattoos. Even my cover artist did that! In this case the body art I’m talking about is 

bodypainting and as you’ll see later, I let my tagline do the explaining. 

 

As for Hellfire well, the heroine’s name is Eden Hellior…You’ve probably tuned into my way of 

thinking and so can make some guesses as to where this story might be going, especially if I tell 

you it takes place during a heatwave. Oh, and Eden has a sister so story number two is currently 

called, Hellraiser.  

 

Next, it’s always a good idea to map out a timeline for your story. That is how long the events of 

the story take place. I tend to write with finite timelines in my stories. Just the way I see things. 

So my novels tend to cover a couple of days, as is the case with The Man of Her Dreams, to a 

week at most. Denim and Lace and Body Art are a short story and a short novella respectively, so 

the time frame is short. Each takes place over the course of one evening. Hellfire has an even 

shorter time frame—a few hours during a heatwave that causes a citywide blackout. 

 

So, you don’t need to have killers chasing the heroine and hero to incorporate a deadline into 

your story. The natural ebb and flow of a romance has its own time line before the relationship 

needs to move to another level. And, depending on your projected word count and the target 

publishers’ guidelines, you probably have only so much time to work with anyway. Since you 

need to chart plot points and character arcs (those are coming up!), it’s wise to have some idea 

how much time your characters have to fall in love and reach that Happily Ever After. 

 

Lastly, name the specific setting where your story takes place. Why do we need to care about this 

detail of the story? First—it helps you to ground your story in a reality. Second, this may or may 

not be an important factor in marketing your story.  

 

Personally I’m very geographically oriented and this shows in my stories. In my sci fi novel I 

designed my own space ship. In the futuristic story I reimagined Earth after some kind of 

apocalyptic event changed the landscape. For The Man of Her Dreams I called on a visit I’d 

taken one summer to Wales. 

 

In Denim and Lace I had fun creating the Hold ’Em Tight Saloon and a trailer that the cowboys 

use to travel to the different rodeos. For Body Art I offer a glimpse of the Queen Street art scene 

in Toronto. While Hellfire is also set in Toronto, the reader doesn’t ‘see’ beyond an elevator and 

the inside of the hero’s condo. 

 
 


